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Brief and objectives: 
Dipple & Conway Opticians (D&C) is an independent, family-run business: a heritage brand 
founded in Norwich in 1916, with an unrivalled local reputation for delivering the best clinical 
eye care outside a hospital environment. 
 
D&C also stocks an exciting range of leading, independent designer brands and vintage 
frames. 
 
With a new generation of Conways taking over the business, there was an appetite to make 
more ‘noise’ about D&C’s high-end fashion offer. In 2016, as part of D&C’s centenary 
celebrations PSPR recommended, negotiated and managed sponsorship of Norwich 
Fashion Week (NFW).  
 
D&C became headline sponsor of the first-ever NFW Hair Show as well as being official 
eyewear supplier. 
 
We reviewed our PR achievements for NFW16 but still felt we could do more; delivering a 
fully-integrated campaign and further utilising social media in 2017. 
 
For NFW17 our aims were to: 

 Build new relationships with fashion influencers 

 Position D&C as a leading style brand, not ‘just another high street optician’. 

 Involve customers in the NFW partnership 

 Boost D&C’s fashion profile in the media and online 

 Increase engagement with a younger, fashionable audience 

 Generate more social media buzz, than in 2016 

 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 
D&C has a loyal, affluent and discerning customer base - 73% are aged over 50 and just 
11% ar 18-30. (Customer survey, January 2017). 
 
Age is related to deteriorating eye health, and therefore D&C services are used by an older 
demographic. However, the directors recognised a business need to capture the attention of 
a younger audience. 
 



Competition amongst opticians is fierce. D&C’s USP is its independence, uniqueness and 
style: working with upcoming designers as well as leading brands; stocking many exclusive 
ranges. Capitalising on these USPs was key. 
 
NFW is the fashion event for Norwich, it: 

 Reaches thousands through live events 

 Celebrates and promotes the city’s vibrant fashion scene 

 Brings together Norwich’s nationally-recognised, independent retail offering, the city’s 
thriving student fashion design community and professional practitioners 

 Stages six high impact catwalk shows 

 Achieves widespread media attention in Norfolk and beyond 

 

Strategy and tactics, including the roles of various integrated activities, 
creativity and innovation: 
Strategy: 
Bring D&C’s NFW sponsorship of the 2017 Hair & Make Up Show to life, maximise 
opportunities, and create our own ‘fringe’ events and content to excite fashion fans about 
D&C as a fashion retailer. 
 
PS created an integrated communications plan to deliver maximum exposure before, during 
and after NFW. 
 
Rather than pushing out one-way information, we generated engaging content that would be 
shared and discussed. And staged fun, relevant events that our target audience wanted to 
be part of. 
 
Getting D&C glasses on the catwalk and in media coverage was key, as was building 
positive working relationships with the catwalk show directors: ensuring D&C products were 
highly visible. 
 

Implementation of tactics: 
Early March 

 Promo shots: D&C frames featured in the NFW promo shoot, and used for pre-
promotion online, in print and the media 

 NFW warm-up: A customer, VIP and media warm-up event. An exclusive invitation-
only reception the day before the official launch show. Customers’ enjoyed hair & 
make-up treatments, goodie bags and the chance to preview the latest eyewear 
collections. 

 Facebook competition: To win VIP tickets to NFW and £500 towards new specs. 

 #enjoythespectacle competition: Created a giant frame for NFW visitors to pose with, 
and post pictures on social media with #enjoythespectacle. Pre-promoted on D&C’s 
website, via NFW, on social media and postcards distributed in-store and at events. 

 NFW mini magazine: Sponsors' feature, news, events and full page advert NFW – 9-
17 March 

 Vintage pop-up: Selling original vintage frames from its archive collection. PS 
reached out to vintage retailers and bloggers, securing an interview on BBC Radio 
Norfolk. 

 FROW: Tickets for the D&C show were gifted to media, local influencers and a social 
media competition winner. 

 Catwalk: Negotiated for two thirds of all models to wear D&C frames at the 
sponsored show plus Vintage and Fashion Excess. 



 Ads: Briefed design partners to create NFW themed ads. Digital billboard at the NFW 
venue, and full page in a glossy lifestyle magazine. 

 Part of the NFW conversation: Built close relationships with the NFW board to 
mutually share content on social media. D&C shared regular content on Twitter, 
Facebook and Instagram. 

 #enjoythespectacle: Giant frame was taken to the D&C show, with models 
encouraging visitors to have pictures taken. Galler posted to Facebook, with visitors 
tagging themselves to win vouchers. 

 
After – March and beyond 

 Long-term partnership: Initiated an early meeting with the NFW board to secure 
sponsorship for 2018 and to remain exclusive eyewear supplier. 

 Vintage sale: This June, D&C will host a joint vintage event with a local vintage stylist 
– a conversation started at NFW. 

 

Measurement and evaluation: 
Success was measured against our original aims. 
 

 3,000+ people attended NFW events 

 289 tickets were sold for the D&C Hair & Make-up show – second bestselling event 
of NFW17 

 80 customers, media and fashion influencers attended the D&C warm-up event 

 It is estimated that two-thirds of all models, at the Vintage, Hair & Make-up and 
Fashion Excess shows, wore D&C frames on the catwalk. Glasses were pictured 
extensively in post-show media coverage 

 10,000 copies of the NFW mini magazine distributed throughout the city 

 23 pieces of editorial coverage generated reaching 993,700 

 2,426 people reached on Facebook via #enjoythespectacle 

 72 people photographed in the giant frame 

 9,885 people reached on Facebook, via competition to win NFW tickets 

 30 people nominated themselves or a friend 

 Twitter impressions reached 28.9k in March 2017. Up 494% on February 2017. And 
up 86% on the NFW period in 2016 

 25 new followers attracted in March 

 This June, D&C will host a joint vintage event with a local vintage stylist 

 D&C is now firmly embedded in NFW. Plans are already in place for 2018 with our 
client intending to continue with sponsorship for the long-term.  

 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 
Plain Speaking’s fees - £5,700 
Design, print, adverts & photography - £1,630 
Total budget - £7,330 
 
The client invested £5,000 in sponsorship (advised by CIPR that this cost would not be 
considered part of our fees). 
 
The budget for the NFW warm-up event was also costed separately. Our fee above includes 
Plain Speaking’s time for event management and media and influencer relations. 
 


